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Abstract� RaPID �Robust Advanced PID Control� is a new and original engineer�
ing tool for the design and implementation of optimal PID controllers� It integrates
data acquisition� system identi�cation and optimal PID control design� Special care
has been taken in emphasizing engineering intuition and requirements as opposed to
the mathematical details� The result is an extremely user�friendly design tool which
allows for an easy model�based optimization of any PID controller�
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�� INTRODUCTION

RaPID �Robust Advanced PID Control� is a transportable
computer system driven by user�friendly software which
provides the control engineer with a tool to tune his con�
trollers optimally� With RaPID� the time of heuristic PID
tuning� largely based upon ��ngerspitzengefuhl	� is over�

PID controllers are the typical controllers at the lowest local
level in industrial distributed control systems� Estimations
indicate that more than 
� � of all controllers in the indus�
try are PID� However in spite of the �lookup	 tuning rules
that have been around for more then � years ����� and the
recent auto�tuning methods ���� a fraction of about �� �
is badly tuned and operates inappropriately or at least not
optimally ��������

We believe this surprizing fact originates in the typical limi�
tations of auto�tuners and tuning rule control design strate�
gies� These methods indeed break down for three major
reasons�

� The experiments are typically limited to simple step�
like� open�loop experiments�

� Through graphical inspection� a two or three parame�
ter model is then obtained� These simple experiments
and models are often too limited to capture all rele�
vant dynamics of the process�

� The control design based on these limited parameter
models are straightforward strategies which allow no
�exibility in the engineering speci�cations and present
no alternative when they lead to unsatisfactory �un�
stable �� results�

RaPID solves these problems in a very elegant way�

� The data acquisition unit �Section �� allows the en�
gineer to apply� in addition to the simple traditional
step�like signals� more sophisticated excitation signals
that extract much more dynamic information from
the system�

� In the identi�cation unit �Section ��� the measured
signals then serve as ingredients to automatically de�
termine a mathematical optimal model� capturing all
the relevant process dynamics�

� Finally� the control design unit �Section � �nds op�
timal control parameters� based on engineering cri�
teria such as overshoot� rise�time� settling time� load
and�or disturbance rejection� energy consumption� ro�
bustness� maximal input signals� etc� Unlike the solu�
tions of other packages� the �nal solution is not based
on heuristics but takes into account the given engi�
neering speci�cations�

� The designed controller can then be implemented and
tested in the data acquisition unit with just one push
of a button �Section ���

The application areas of RaPID include �among others�
the chemical and petro�chemical industry� the process� met�
allurgy and pulp � paper industry� However� it is also ex�
tremely well suited for fast and oscillatory processes in me�
chanical� electronic� mechatronic� hydraulic and pneumatic
applications �upto � kHz sampling rate��
RaPID can be integrated in Matlab as a toolbox or runs
as a stand alone application on a PC �Windows 
�� or a
workstation�

�� DATA ACQUISITION



The �rst step in the design of a model based controller is
the collection of data� Hereto� the process input has to be
excited with an actuator signal� The response of the process
output variable to this excitation is subsequently recorded�
In what follows� we describe the data acquisition window of
RaPID �Figure ��� designed to facilitate this measurement
process�

            

Figure �� Data acquisition window� After the input is designed
�bottom plot� it is applied to the process and the output is
measured �top plot�� The data is collected through �le transfer
�from DCS or PLC�� from a Simulink model or from the RaPID
real�time interface supporting sampling rates up to �	 kHz�

��� Input Signal Design

The input signal design window �Figure �� allows for an
easy design of various types of excitation signals� Apart
from the more classical step� pulse� block and ramp like
experiments� there is also a possibility to apply more so�
phisticated signals ��� as� Polynomial steps with limited
speed and accelerations� Random �possibly �ltered� noise�
Pseudo Random Binary Noise Sequences �PRBNS�� Swept
sine and Multi sine signals� The main advantage of these
signals over the classical experiments is that they can inject
more energy into the system at a lower amplitude� Conse�
quently� the system has to be less disturbed from its normal
operating point to obtain the same results�

��� Measuring data

Once the input has been designed it has to be applied to
the system� RaPID allows for three possible ways to do
this�

            

Figure �� Input de�nition window including the design of Steps�
Blocks� Pulses� Ramps� Polynomials� Random ��ltered� signals�
PRBN Signals� Swept Sines and Multi Sines� With a touch of a
button the frequency contents of the signal can also be inspected�
The more advanced signals allow to inject energy into the system
at a lower amplitude�

File� The designed signal is saved in a �le� transported on
�oppy� and then applied to the process �for instance
with a DCS or PLC�� Afterwards the measured signals
are read back into RaPID� This mode can also be
used to load previously measured data �Matlab or
ASCII �les��

Simulink� When RaPID is running as a toolbox in Mat�
lab �
�� physical process models implemented in Simulink
can be used� RaPID has a seamless connection to
Simulink� and with a simple hit of the �Start	 button
�Figure �� the designed input signal is applied to the
Simulink model� and the simulated data is acquired
automatically�

Real Time� The third mode in which RaPID can col�
lect data is through a Windows 
� integrated real
time system developped especially for RaPID� In
this case� a data acquisition board is plugged into the
PC and is driven directly by the RaPID hard real�
time software� The sampling rate can be up to �
kHz� without loss of speed of RaPID �or any other
Windows application� running simultaneously� In this
mode� any process can be hooked up directly to the
PC� Measurements �open and closed loop � see Section
�� are just a touch of the �Start	 button away�

��� Viewing data



Once the data is measured� they can be visualized� zoomed
into and inspected by just clicking with the mouse on the
desired data point �these are features available for allRaPID
plots�� The data can also be analyzed for its minimal� max�
imal and mean value and its standard deviation�

�� IDENTIFICATION

The measured data is now used to derive a linear model
for the process� The identi�cation part of RaPID �rst
pre�processes the data and then automatically computes a
dynamical model which trades o� model��t versus model�
complexity �Figure ���

            

Figure �� Identi�cation window� The di
erent identi�cation
steps are shown at the top� After the pre�processing� a model is
identi�ed and simulated� The bar plots in the middle indicate
the selected structure �delay� number of poles and zeros�� The
preprocessed data� the simulated data and the error are shown
in the bottom plot�

��� Pre�processing

The data can be made suitable for linear system identi�ca�
tion with the pre�processing window �Figure �� This in�
cludes truncation� detrending� �ltering �low� high and band
pass� and the optional a�priori inclusion of an integrator�

��� Identi�cation

Once the data is suitably pre�processed� a model is iden�
ti�ed �Figure ��� Important steps are the model structure
selection and the model computation�

            

Figure � Pre�processing window with ranging� detrending� �l�
tering and the possible inclusion of an integrator�

The model structure is composed of the input�output delay�
the number of poles and number of zeros in the process�
RaPID automatically makes a default choice� but the user
can easily modify these parameters by just clicking on the
bar plots in the middle of Figure ��

The model is computed through a mixture of prediction er�
ror methods and subspace identi�cation� two state of the
art digital identi�cation techniques �������� The compu�
tation itself is implemented with fast NAG and LAPACK
algorithms ��������

The resulting model is then used to simulate the data and
is compared against the original data �Figure �� bottom
plot�� Based on this comparison� the engineer can decide
on an appropriate model structure� The time and frequency
domain properties of the model can also be easily inspected
in a separate window�

Advanced identi�cation features include the possibility to
�x DC gains and�or speeds� to change the stability radius
of the identi�ed model� to do a parameter sweep and to
specify the model structure in even more detail�

� PID CONTROL DESIGN

The identi�ed model is now used for control design� First
the control speci�cations and control structure have to be
entered� Next� based on the identi�ed model� an optimal
controller is computed�

�� Controller Design



            

Figure �� Controller design window� Response to step reference
and step load disturbance �in the middle of the time span�� The
top plot shows the reference and output signal� the bottom plot
the applied input signal� The thick line is the RaPID design�
For comparison the Ziegler Nichols design is also shown as a
dotted line�

Within RaPID the controller speci�cations can be entered
easily and intuitively �Figure ��� The controller design has
two major modes�

Tracking� The controller is mainly used for the accurate
tracking of reference signals�� The engineer speci�es
the desired overshoot� robustness� maximal input am�
plitude and noise ampli�cation� Furthermore� he can
also select the rise time or settling time to be opti�
mized �Figure ���

            

Figure �� Controller design parameters� With the tracking
design selected� the engineer has to enter the desired overshoot�
robustness� maximal input change� time to optimize and noise
ampli�cation�

�Note that the reference signals can be generated in a similar man�
ner as the input signals in Figure ��

Variance� In this case the controller is mainly intended for
the suppression of input load or output disturbance
signals� The engineer chooses to minimize the settling
time� the output energy or the overshoot due to a
step�like load or output disturbance�

The tuning of the controller is based on a non�linear Sequen�
tial Programming Problem �SQP�� combined with other
heuristic optimization techniques ������� and leads to ex�
tremely well tuned PID controllers� in a neglible optimiza�
tion time� By taking the robustness of the controllers into
account in the design stage� they even perform well when
the identi�ed linear model deviates slightly from the real
�possibly non�linear� process�

�� Controller Structure

RaPID contains a whole range of possible PID structures�
Proportional� Integral� Derivative and Double Derivative
terms can be combined in many di�erent ways� The result�
ing structures include �among others� PI� PD� PID or even
PIDD �double derivative� controllers�
One important di�erence with the classical PID structures
is the standard inclusion of a feedforward term �Figure ���
The split between feedforward and feedback �two degree of
freedom controller� has the major advantage that tracking
and variance can be tuned independently� So� even though
one mode �tracking or variance� is chosen in the controller
design window �Figure ��� the two degree of freedom con�
troller will perform well for both tracking and variance�
Note however that� when desired� a one degree of freedom
controller can also be computed�

            

Figure �� The top part is the reference feedforward� the bot�
tom part the output feedback� and in the middle the common
part is displayed� With the pop�up menu�s the structure can be
adjusted to almost any type of PID controller�



�� Additional features

The designed controller can easily be compared to the clas�
sical designs of ������ which are also implemented inRaPID
�see also Figure ���
Furthermore� the properties of the resulting closed loop sys�
tem� such as time and frequency responses can be easily in�
spected� Complete con�dence can thus be obtained before
the controller is implemented in reality�

�� CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION

            

Figure �� Data acquisition window in closed loop con�guration�
The top plot shows the step reference� the true �measured� closed
loop output and the true error� The bottom plot is the actuating
signal� Once again the Simulink or real�time experiment is only
a push of the �Start button away�

Once the controller has been computed it can be imple�
mented in the data acquisition window �Figure ��� switched
to closed loop operation �Figure ��� Depending on the mode
RaPID is working in� the controller is implemented as fol�
lows�

File� If the controller has to be implemented in an exter�
nal device supporting C� �pseudo�code is automati�
cally generated to facilitate the implementation� The
controller can also be automatiaclly converted to con�
tinuous time for implementation in DCS or PLC�

Simulink� The seamless Simulink interface discussed in
Section � also allows for the implementation of the
controller around the Simulink model� In this way�
instantaneous closed loop simulations are performed
on the physical process model�

Real Time� The RaPID real�time interface running un�
der under Windows 
� supports the hard real�time
implementation of the designed controller up to �
kHz� No explicit down�loading is needed� and closed
loop experiments are only a �Start	 button away� A
VME measurement system is also available�

All controllers are implemented with anti�windup and bump�
less transfer�

�� CONCLUSIONS

RaPID is an integrated tool for the design and implemen�
tation of optimal� advanced PID controllers� Its main func�
tionality is data acquisition �from �le� Simulink or real�
time� includeing design of experiments and controller im�
plementation� system identi�cation and control design�

Its �exibility and user�friendliness make it the ideal tool for
optimization of industrial PID controllers�

Future extensions include fuzzy� neural and model predic�
tive multivariable control� Direct comminucation with in�
dustrial control systems will soon be possible through CAN�
Pro�bus or Serial Communication�

More information about RaPID and an interactive demo
can be found on the website http���www�ismc�be�
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